ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Optimization is a procedure used to make a clustering mechanism as effective as possible using mathematical techniques. It is nothing but finding an alternative with the highest achievable performance under the given constraints.
Clustering is the process of organizing objects in to groups, whose members are similar in some way. A cluster is therefore a collection of objects which are similar to each other and dissimilar to the objects belonging to other clusters. In the context of machine learning, clustering is an unsupervised task. The input for clustering problem is the set of objects, where each object is described by its relevant attributes. The desired output is the partitioning set of objects into disjoint groups by minimizing the objective function. Clustering problems are of two types. In hard clustering, an object is assigned to only one cluster. In fuzzy clustering, an object is assigned to more than one cluster with some membership degree.
Artificial neural network composed of inter-connected artificial neurons that mimic the properties of biological neural networks. The major applications of artificial neural networks applied to clustering in different domains are image segmentation for grouping similar images, in data mining dividing data set into different groups, in bio-informatics grouping genes which are having similar characteristics. In this paper, clustering is carried out using Modified k-means fast learning artificial neural network.
Evolution of fast learning artificial neural networks begins with the two basic models proposed by Tay and Evans: FLANN I and FLANN II. FLANN I model is the modification of Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART 1) developed by Carpenter and Grossberg [6] . The design of FLANN II was based on Kohonen LVQ network with Euclidian distance as similarity metric [7] .The later improvement in the FLANN II is to take continuous value in input [8] . Later K-means calculations were included in the FLANN algorithm. This leads to the development of K-FLANN [9] .Later KFLANN was modified to include data point reshuffling which resolves the data sequence sensitivity that creates stable clusters [10] .
The most popular and well known algorithm known as Genetic algorithms, developed by John Holland in 1975, are a model or abstraction of biological evolution based on Charles Darwin's theory of natural selection [2] .Later the biological crossover and mutation of chromosomes are simulated in the algorithm by Holland and his collaborators to improve the quality of solutions over successive iterations [3] [24] .
Differential evolution was first popularized by R. Storn and K. Price in 1997 [1] . It is vector based evolutionary algorithm that is highly efficient for global optimization problems [12] [13] [14] [15] . It can be considered as further development of genetic algorithm. Storn and Price in 1997 stated that DE was more efficient than simulated annealing and genetic algorithms [1] [18] [19] . When compared to GA, DE is very attractive due to its simple design and good performance. The implementation of DE is easy because simple mathematical operators can be applied to evolve the population with few control parameters [1] . The most important features of DE noticed by several researchers are [11] fast convergence, speed, stronger stability, easy to realize and easily adaptable for integer and discrete optimization. The same work is carried with GA also. When GA is combined with these algorithms, it was noticed that GA is efficient for data sets of small size .But when size of the data set is large; GA requires more execution time than DE to perform data clustering [24] .
In DE, all solutions have the same chance of being selected as parents without dependence on their fitness value. The better one of new solution and its parent wins the competition providing significant advantage of converging performance over genetic algorithms (GA) [11] .
K-MEANS FAST LEARNING ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK
K-FLANN is an atomic module, suitable for creating scalable networks that mimic the behavior of biological neural systems.K-FLANN is used to cluster data efficiently and consistently with the minimal variation in cluster centroids and is not sensitive to the data presentation sequences (DPS) caused by randomly ordering the arrival of data [10] .
Architecture
K-FLANN consists of two layers, input layer and output layer. The set of nodes in the input layer is determined based on the dimension of data. Input nodes are directly connected to output nodes by a set of weights. The number of nodes in the output layer grows as new groups formed in the clustering process. The dynamic formation of output nodes yield K-FLANN is a self-organized clustering ANN model. The architecture of the K-FLANN is shown in figure 1.
Algorithm:
Step 1 Initialize the network parameters. .
Step 2 Present the pattern to the input layer. If there is no output node, GOTO step 6
Step 3 Determine all possible matches output node using Eq. (1).
Step 4 Determine the winner from all matches output nodes using Eq. (2)
Step 5 Match node is found. Assign the pattern to the match output node. Go to Step 2
Step 6 Create a new output node. Perform direct mapping of the input vector into weight vectors.
Step 7 After completing a single epoch, compute clusters Centroid.If centroid points of all clusters unchanged, terminate Else GO TO Step 2.
Step 8 Find closest pattern to the centroid and re-shuffle it to the top of the dataset list, Go to
Step 2.
Note: ρ is the Vigilance Value, δ i is the tolerance for i th feature of the input space, and W ij is the cluster center of the corresponding output node denotes the weight connection of j th output to the i th input, Xi represent the i th feature.
K-FLANN algorithm consists of two phases. Prior to clustering process, step 1 called initialization phase, is needed to determine vigilance and tolerance. The computation complexity depends on size of the data set and dimensionality of data set. The value of vigilance is usually between 0.5 to 1.Since the ρ value determines the ratio between the number of features to be within tolerance and the total number of features, the clustering formation becomes more stringent as the vigilance setting approaches 1.This parameter was adopted from [26] . The tolerance setting of features is the measurement of attributes dispersion, and thus computation is
performed for every feature of the training data at the initial stage. Several methods were investigated to deal with tolerance setting [10] . The formula is given by the eq. (3). In the second phase, clustering process begins with the presentation of data patterns in sequence.
Step 3 involves two types of computation called tolerance filtering and vigilance screening. Tolerance filtering shows local variation in the input features i.e. it determines whether the feature is within the acceptable tolerance or not.
It is implemented using discriminating function D[a] in step 3.The positive value of D [a] indicates that the particular attribute is within the bounds of the corresponding attribute of the cluster in question.
Vigilance screening shows global variation in the input features i.e. it determines the number of features within the localized input space that have passed tolerance tuning.
Competitive learning begins from step 4.After satisfying the screening criteria, there are still chances of exemplar mapped to more than one cluster. The final decision of ownership is decided by the WTA property of competitive learning. Eventually the cluster centroid bearing strongest weight will absorb the exemplar in to its cluster. The winning neuron is chosen based on the closest distance from the data point to centroid.
The exemplar is assigned as the new cluster member of the selected winner centriod in step 5. In step 6, if the new exemplar does not meet the screening criteria, a new output node is created to represent new cluster.
After a single epoch, cluster stability is checked. New cluster centroids are calculated in step 7 and the data patterns closest to the centroids is determined.Re-shuffling the seed points closest to the cluster centroids to the top of the list creates new list of patterns for the next iterative clustering process in step 8.
Modifications in the K-FLANN Algorithm
The improvements in the K-FLANN algorithm are used to select the best matching unit for the formation of consistent clusters.
A step 4 of the K-FLANN algorithm is modified as follows:
Step 4 Determine the winner from all matched output nodes using the following criteria:
If same match is found 2 min max diff diff i
In the modified K-FLANN, a data point successfully satisfied the screening process and well suited as a member of more than one cluster with different match values to the centroids .The data point is assigned as a new cluster member of centroid if it has maximum matched value out of all matches. The winner centroid is the one with the highest matched value for a data point even if it is not closest to the data point. But in the original K-FLANN algorithm, a data point successfully satisfied the screening process and well suited as a member of more than one cluster, is assigned as a new cluster member of the selected winner centroid.The centroid closest to the data point is the Winner centroid because it has same match values for the other centroids.
DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION
The differential evolution (exploration) The differential evolution (DE) algorithm is a population-based optimization method that simulates natural evolution combined with a mechanism to generate multiple search directions based on the distribution of solutions (vectors) in the current population. The DE algorithm's main strategy is to generate new individuals by calculating vector differences between other randomly selected individuals of the population. In DE, a solution vector is randomly created at the start. This population is successfully improved by applying mutation, crossover and selection operators. Mutation and crossover are used to generate new vectors (trial vectors), and selection then are used to determine whether or not the new generated vectors can survive the next iteration [1] . The operators and equations are described in 3.1.
Definition of encoding scheme
Initial population is a set of NP 'D' dimensional parameter vectors known as genomes or chromosomes. Each solution vector consists of two components representing vigilance and tolerance parameters of KFLANN. Binary encoding is used for vigilance and floating point encoding is used for tolerance. Each parameter is of length 'd' in a solution vector.
For example, consider a data set consists of 5 features. The representation of a solution vector is shown below.
Bits of Vigilance parameter
Feature Tolerances(δ) Vigilance(ρ) So the total length of a solution vector is ((2*D) +1) where 'D' is the number of features in a data set. For a feature, tolerance is the difference between maximum value and minimum value within the feature.
In the above example, if the feature to be matched, the corresponding bit is '1' else the corresponding bit is '0'.So for four features the corresponding bit is '1'. So vigilance is 4/5=0.8.
Definition of fitness function
The main goal of clustering algorithms is maximizing the between group variance and minimizing within group variance. Any cluster validity measure can be used as fitness function.
In this paper, a new cluster validity measure called CS measure proposed by Chou in 2004 is used as fitness function to evaluate the results of clustering and to select best vectors in the population. Also CS measure deals with clusters of different densities and/or sizes and is more efficient than other cluster validity indices.
The CS measure is a function of the ratio of the sums of within cluster scatter to between-cluster separation and similar to DB or DI indices. If the clusters are compact then within cluster scatter is minimum and between-cluster separation is maximum for well separated clusters. So the CS measure is defined as follows:
Where The fitness function is the CS measure is combined with the mis-classification rate .The error rate is computed by comparing cluster structure produced by K-FLANN and externally supplied class labels. Error rate of a solution vector is the ratio of the number of samples misclassified and the total number of samples.
Where mc is the no.of mis-classified samples total is the total number of samples Eq. (10) gives the fitness function of a solution vector (
Where CS i (K) -CS measure calculated over K partitions errorrate i -mis-classification rate of 'i' eps -small bias term equal to 2x 10 -6 and prevents the denominator of R.H.S from being equal to zero.
Mutation
To create V i,G+1 for each i th member of the current population (also called the target vector), three other distinct parameter vectors, say the vectors X r1,G , X r2,G , and X r3,G are picked up randomly from the current population. For a solution vector, both binary mutation and floating point mutation is applied to create trial vector.
Binary mutation
In the binary mutation, logical OR operator is used to add a vector to the weighted difference between the two vectors. Difference of two vectors is done by Exclusive-OR operation. Multiplication is performed by logical AND operation.So mutation operation for binary vectors defined as follows:
For each binary target vector X i,G =1,2,3,. .., NP (population Size)
A binary mutant vector is produced by
-is the distance metric between any two centroids
-is the distance metric between any two data points
Floating-point mutation
DE generates new parameter vectors by adding the weighted difference between two population vectors to a third vector. This operation is called mutation. The mutated vector's parameters are then mixed with the parameters of another predetermined vector, the target vector, to yield the socalled trial vector.
For each target vector X i,G =1,2,3,. .., NP (population Size).
A mutant vector is produced by
Where i, r1, r2, r3 ∈ {1, 2, . . ., NP} are randomly chosen and must be different from each other. F is the scaling factor, which controls the magnitude of the differential variation of (x r2, G − x r3, G ). NP is size of the population, which remains constant during the search process [1] .
Crossover
The parent vector is combined with the mutated vector to produce a trial vector through a crossover operation which combines components from current element and mutant vector according to a control parameter CR Two types of crossover schemes can be used for DE family of algorithms. In this work, binomial crossover is performed on each of the 'D' variables whenever a randomly picked number between 0 and 1. 
Selection
Selection is the process of deciding the better one by comparing the performance of trial vector and target vector. The newly formed trial vector is evaluated to decide whether it will survive to the next generation or not. If the trial vector produces a better fitness value i.e. lower value of objective function then it is copied to next generation otherwise target vector is passed into next generation [1] .
The pseudo code for selection is as follows:
K-FLANN AND DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION
The K-FLANN is competent clustering algorithm that provides consistent clusters with a short number of epochs. To partition a data set, K-FLANN needs optimal values of Vigilance and Tolerance. To initialize these parameters, a large search space is explored and best parameter values are determined using the differential evolution method. The encoding scheme is discussed in section 3.1. For each solution vector, K-FLANN runs and exits when stable centroids formed. The results of K-FLANN are evaluated using fitness function discussed in section 3.2.During a generation; new individuals are created using the differential evolution operators mutation and crossover discussed in section 3.3 and 3.4.The fitness values of trial vectors is compared with the fitness values of target vectors using selection explained in section 3.5.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Data sets used
The data sets used to carry this work are listed in Table 1 .It gives detailed descriptions of both artificial data sets and synthetic data sets. The artificial data sets are downloaded from UCI machine learning repository [27] . Synthetic data set 1 1000 2 2(class 1-500,class 2-500 ) 7
Synthetic data set 2 1000 2 2(class 1-500,class 2-500) 8 Synthetic data set 3 1000 2 2(class 1-500,class 2-500) 9
Synthetic data set 4 500 8 3(class 1-250, class 2-150, class 3-100 ) 10 Synthetic data set 5 400 8 3(class 1-150,class 2-150, class 3-100 ) 11 Synthetic data set 6 350 8 3(class 1-100,class 2-150, class 3-100) 12 Synthetic data set 7 450 12 5(class1-150, class 2-100,class3-100,class 4-50, class 5-50) 13 Synthetic data set 8 530 10 4(class 1-100,class 2-150,class 3-200, class 4-80) Figure 2 shows the scatter plots of 8 synthetic data sets.
Scatter plots for data sets
Comparison of Modified K-FLANN and K-FLANN
The results of modified K-FLANN and K-FLANN were shown in two separate tables (table 2 and  table 3) due to large size. The following section gives detailed information about them.
Results of DE applied to modified K-FLANN
The tables 2 and 3 shows average values of neural network parameters when DE runs about 100 runs and each run consists a maximum of 20 generations using both K-FLANN and Modified K-FLANN. Table 2 . Mean values of neural network parameters using DE and Modified K-FLANN The results also compare both the versions of K-FLANN combined with optimization algorithm called DE to determine best values of parameters vigilance and features tolerance. For most of the data sets used in this work, it was observed that modified K-FLANN is efficient than original K-FLANN in terms of error rate and fitness. Both algorithms were able to discover number of clusters actually present in the data set shown in the first column of the above two tables. The performance of modified K-FLANN is better than the original K-FLANN in terms of average error rate obtained over 100 runs. In each generation, the values of both tolerance and vigilance values are recorded and the mean value is taken for both parameters at the end which were shown in table 2 and table 3. Table 4 shows maximum vigilance and corresponding tolerance values obtained by DE for 100 runs. 
Results of DE applied to K-FLANN
Results Based on maximum vigilance
47.5472
The error rate was shown for maximum vigilance because vigilance tells about the number of features that are within their tolerance out of total features lies in the data set. The values in bold shows minimum error rate obtained by the two variations of K-FLANN.It was observed that modified K-FLANN performs well for iris, wine, new thyroid, Glass, etc.It was shown that, the performance of both algorithms i.e. the error rate is same for all well separated data sets (syndata1, syndata2, syndata 4 and syndata5). For overlapped data sets syndata 7 and syndata 8 K-FLANN is efficient due to low error rate for maximum vigilance observed over all 100 runs. For most of the data sets the maximum vigilance value is same with different feature tolerances and mis-classification rate. Table 5 shows the minimum error rate obtained for each data set over all 100 runs. For each data set, the number of clusters formed, tolerances of each feature and vigilance value is recorded for minimum error rate. For iris data set, the vigilance parameter value is same for both the algorithms with different tolerance values. But mis-classification rate is minimized when modified K-FLANN is used. In the case of wine, vigilance value is small (0.4615 i.e. 6 features matched out of 13) with low mis-classification rate. But using K-FLANN, the vigilance value is 0.6923 i.e. 9 features matched out of 13, but error rate is high. In the similar way the analysis can be done for the other data sets also. For a data set, the obtained feature tolerances and vigilance values can be used for the K-FLANN algorithms to determine groups in a data set. 
Results Based On Minimum Error Rate
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the optimization algorithm is applied to neural network to set initial parameters called vigilance (ρ) and tolerance (δ). From the above results, it was observed that the number of output nodes generated (centroids) depends on these parameters. The nodes created in output layer give the number of clusters present in a data set. So using efficient values of the parameters found using DE, optimal clustering is achieved. Also original K-FLANN algorithm is modified to determine the best matching unit out of the total matched nodes to improve accuracy. The above results show that modified K-FLANN is efficient to discover actual number of clusters presents in a data set with the best values of vigilance and tolerance lies in a solution vector. In this paper, the comparison is also made between original K-FLANN and modified K-FLANN.The above results show that the percentage of tuples mis-classified (error rate) is minimum using modified K-FLANN compared to original K-FLANN. In some cases, the original K-FLANN is proficient than modified K-FLANN. So in future, modified K-FLANN can be improved for highly overlapped data sets. In future, the algorithm can be extended to apply for medical imaging applications.
